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Directions to Hurst Hill 
 

1. From Dunsfold Common road turn into Knightons Lane 

2. Proceed for 1 mile until you reach red post box on right. 

3. Turn right into Hurlands Lane 

4. Proceed to end of lane and you have Hurst Hill Lodge on your right, your GPS will probably 

tell you that  you have reached your destination. This is not your destination ! 

5. Pass Hurst Hill lodge and proceed onto farm track 

Please note, Hurst Hill Lodge has white painted elevations and is not where you are bound ( you are 

heading for Hurst Hill ). 

Proceed onto the farm track passing two further cottages on your right, after these cottages turn 

left, there is a painted white gate ahead of you,  proceed along track until you reach the black garage 

( there is only one ) turn left just before it and you have arrived. Park up and knock at first door or 

ring hanging bell.  

Have a great stay ! 

 

Guy Charlesworth 
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Additional directions for Hurst Hill B & B

This plan is to help you locate us on the final part of your journey, once you are in
Hurlands Lane.

The plan shows the order of houses along the lane, although not to scale. 

You will see that Hurst Hill (not to be confused with Hurst Hill Lodge) is the very last
property on the lane. The lane becomes a track just after Hurst Hill Lodge – but
keep going!

Please drive considerately as the lane is narrow and is used by hikers, dogwalkers,
horseriders and children  – and also to minimise noise early in the morning or late at
night in this peaceful area. 
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